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Abstract
This paper studies the problem of design of layers construct for data mining platform based on cloud

computing. First, the architecture of cloud computing is designed to deal with the data separately stored in
network. Then, the layers construct for data mining platform based on cloud computing is designed, which
includes data reduction tools, algorithm layer, application layer, and user layer. The Key-Points are introduced
to design the plug-in unit system frame and open interface.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of modern society forces and compute science, large quanti-

ties of data will be produced and be saved in storage medias. It is worth noting that the technology
of data mining supplies a useful tool for detecting the underlying knowledge and patterns from nu-
merous, complicated, and heterogeneous data. However, with the application and development
of the technology of computer network, especially the technology of cloud computing, more and
more data is stored separately in different computers under network, the intense complexity to
deal with such data has exceeded the limit of original data mining system and the scope of com-
puting resources supplied by traditional single server. Thus, it’s necessary to discuss the layers
construct design for data mining platform based on the large scale parallel computing.

As upgrade for grid computing, cloud computing is viewed as a calculation mode, which
can offer dynamic virtual resources to users via Internet[1]. What’s more, during the design pro-
cess for high performance program[2], cloud computing could be as a computing platform and
dynamic resources pool with the characteristic of visualizations and high usability. Although, more
and more heterogeneous and non-homogeneous data has been utilized in data mining based on
the virtue of cloud platform. In order to adapt to the changes in the data and computing platform, it
is necessary to implement data reduction during data mining process so as to visit heterogeneous
and undefined data type, then to further design and achieve data mining system.

Since 2007, a considerable number of theoretical and experimental research effort has
been paid more and more attention to the research, discussion and relevant products for cloud
computing platform. At present, cloud computing platforms, such as Google App Engine(GAE)[3],
Amazon Elastic Computer Cloud(EC2)[4], could offer preferable bottom architectures to support
the realization of data mining system and make the computing resource on platform more con-
venient. As a kind of cloud infrastructure service based on virtual server technology, EC2 could
provide large scale, reliable and elastic computing environment for users. By using the quality
service afforded by EC2, users not only conveniently facilitate computing resource, but also cus-
tomize special resource freely. As a new generation of network program development platform
based on cloud computing, GAE allows users to develop and run network application program
on Google foundation frame, which could be easily built and maintained. Developers could easily
obtain corresponding service after unloading their application, so it is unnecessary to maintain
servers for developers and users. For database, GAE provide powerful distributed data storage
service – Big Table, which support structure query and update operation and provide transaction
function to keep data consistency.
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The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the architecture of cloud
computing. The design of layers construct for data mining platform based on cloud computing is
given in Section 3, which includes data reduction tools, algorithm layer, application layer, and user
layer. In Section 4, the Key-points are described to design the Plug-in unit system frame and open
interface. Finally, we conclude our findings in Section 5.

2. Architecture of Cloud Computing
Cloud computing can offer a high-flexibility, high-reliability, transparent, and safe bottom

structure with friendly monitoring and maintenance interface for users as shown in Figure 1, by
which computing and memory resources could be distributed to users. Thus, based on the ap-
plication of this structure, it is necessary to obtain the required resource according to respective
interface rules. The cost is proportional to not the system throughput but the amount of resource
used. As far as the realization of data mining based on cloud computing is concerned, users only
need to pay more attention to the design of service logic layer instead of the details of bottom
platform. Then, by running all kinds of algorithm under such cloud computing platform and setting
reasonable response time, the satisfied results is obtained.

Cloud computing platform is dynamically flexible platform. An application program can be
run only on a virtual machine when it need less resource. However, with the increase of resource
demand, the computer power of current running environment will, first, become system bottleneck.
When system monitor detect excessive load, cloud computing platform will automatically and dy-
namically request new virtual machines to join current running environment from cloud computing
resource pool. Then, the current computer power will be encouraged until satisfying the resource
demand of application program. However, with the decrease of system resource demand, vir-
tual machines will be retrieved to resource pool so as to be used by other application program
with high resource demand. Then, the process above mentioned of system dynamic could be
expanded and contracted without user intervention, the system will automatically run. In contrast
with the development of the local application, there is no great distinction for developers on their
platform except in accordance with the norms and procedures followed easily extend transversely
of the principles. It is extremely convenient for both the system developers and users.

Figure 1. Architecture of cloud computing

3. Layers Construct for Data Mining Platform Based on Cloud Computing
During the process of designing data mining system based on cloud computing, hierar-

chical design thought is put forward, namely, the platform bottom-up is divided into two layers:
algorithm layer, task layer and user layer. As is shown in figure 2, each layer servers for its top
layer, the bottommost layer provides cloud computing platform with application program interface,
and the topmost layer is user interface and opening interface which is used to share data set,
call data cleaning, and mine algorithms so that the platform become more opening and could be
easily integrated into user application. Target system, which is built on cloud computing, could be
used by users not only directly by means of all kinds of terminals but also indirectly by opening
interfaces of other application programs. The, users only need to pay more attention to adopt-
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ing the algorithm dealing with data so as to get data mining results. In addition, internal module
data mining platform provides services through the user interface and open interface, each layer
opens to the outside world through the REST interface, which can be embedded into the applica-
tion developers. In the process of algorithm design, the multi-layer plug-in framework structure is
designed in order to increases the flexibility of implementation and maintenance.

Figure 2. Layers Construct for Data Mining Platform Based on Cloud Computing

3.1. Design of Data Reduction Tools
As the object of data mining, data set is a set of same type data, and data set instance

is an concrete data set which includes visiting address. The target of data reduction tools is
to expand cloud computing platform so as to visit heterogeneous data and unidentified data.
Therefore, data reduction tools could be used by data mining system to visit heterogeneous data.

Before accessing data set instance, users add a data set example definition file firstly by
management module of data reduction tool to describe the data set instance, and then use the
definition file ID to call conventions tool data access module for data reading and writing as shown
in Figure 3.

In internal model of data reduction tools, the data access module provides reading service
from data set, definition management module responding to the data definition service, registra-
tion and logout of data set definition service, definition analysis module including data analysis
service, data set analysis service, and data set instance service. The definition file, heteroge-
neous data sets, and the relationship between them are described in Figure 3, in which the arrow
means calling.

Definition analysis module can achieve to visit heterogeneous data sets undefined data
type by means of abstract and extended metadata definition, data set template definition, and
layer-by-layer abstract data set definition. Among them, the metadata definitions file, which store
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Figure 3. Internal model of data reduction tools

the definition of each data type, is maintained by service that is only open to the administrator,
and provides atomic definition for data set template definition. Data set template file store user
defined data set template, which is composed of data set definition service maintenance, data
set registration service, and the actual data set corresponding and instantiation for data sets the
instance file. Data set instance file is the basis of data access, in which data access components
call service. By using this service, the specified data engine access to the specified location data
is selected, and the meaning of data set used by various algorithms as parameters is returned. In
other word, when the data set is accessed, the user can not only obtain the data content, but also
the data set definition. Then, it will be resolved to be various atomic data type combination and
be recognized by a variety of algorithm so as to satisfy the data layer abstract objective. Specific
call process is defined as follows:

1) When user define the data set, the system will check whether the data set type defined
is following the defined data templates or not. If the template is defined, the data set registration
and cancelation of services, the data set stored position, and a data engine registration informa-
tion to the data set example files are called. When templates are not meeting the requirements,
data set definition services and use data analysis services is provided by a data element definition
to define the target data set template. Finally, call data set registration and cancelation of services
are completed.

2) Once user access to the data set, the system call the data access service, which can
get instance file through the data access component service and call corresponding service to
connect to the data source. Then, according to concrete data type recorded by the instance file,
the data content will be returned. At the same time, the data access component service call the
data set analysis service, and ultimately through data analysis services data set definition and
return to the user.
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3.2. Algorithm Layer
Algorithm layer achieve to call a variety of algorithms and manage interfaces by using

uniform data source provided by next layer. According to the three kinds of algorithm execution
order and returning result, algorithms is separated as follows:

1) Data cleaning algorithm: calling corresponding interface according to preprocessing
method, that is implemented by the noise data set before data mining algorithms, and data after
being cleaned will be deposited through the data layer in cloud computing platform storage space
for the next data mining.

2) Data mining algorithm: using data having been cleaned or not be cleaned data as the
unified call interface of data mining.

3) Visual algorithm: showing the results of data mining as tabular, graphic, or other styles.
4) Algorithm registration and logout: Algorithm management module, which manages

kinds of algorithms modules by means of plug-in units.

3.3. Application Layer
Application layer can describe data and algorithms, which are involved in data mining

process. Their relation and the order as task, moreover, can provide the call and the maintenance
interface by application.

1) Application service: provide call interface having been registered.
2) Application registration and logout service: application management module, which

manage various task definition files by way of plug-in units.

3.4. User Layer
User identity authentication and authorization function is provided in this layer.
User registration, authentication and authorization service will provide user identity au-

thentication and authorization interface. Authorization information will be the passport that can
call lower service so as to ensure the security of the platform. User management interface is also
provided in this layer.

Services among layers mentioned above are described in the XML as the communication
language. Based on the representation of the state change of Web service form internal call to
better support the scalability, the services among layers will be ended with an open interface.
The user may develop from any layer and load the existing services into the system. Then,
the system’s openness and ease of use is enhanced greatly, and is preceded by a data mining
platform architecture.

4. Design of Key-points
4.1. Plug-in Unit System Frame

According to certain application development interface, the plug-in is a kind of program
developed, whose structure is shown in Figure 4. Each plug-in is composed of three parts: expan-
sion point which provides service for upper layer, business logic layer, new extension point which
calls the lower layer. The above three parts are composed of a charge module management
binding package with various services. By using bind package containing a service interface
and various service interface, return the service calling method and specification for upper the
caller could be returned to provide specific service parameter information. Bind package interface
conforms to uniform standard. Then, once the plug is placed on the platform specific directory,
plug-ins can be dynamic identification and loaded. At the same time, the algorithm plug-in service
interface function parameter is atomic data type combination mentioned before the current algo-
rithm. In other word, algorithm instead of a specific number, according to the specific arrangement
of data to achieve specific, but to meet the algorithm under the premise of using the mentioned
before abstract data to provide as much compatibility. Although the difficulty of algorithm realiza-
tion is relatively increased, but the algorithm greatly enhances the reusability, and can be used for
other users on platform to deal with various data processing.
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Figure 4. Internal model of data reduction tools

The advantages of the plug-in system framework include good system scalability, facili-
tates modular development, and open development team. This plug-in system architecture pre-
sented in this paper is composed of core layer, core plug-in layer, and user-defined layer. Ex-
cepted to the core layer, all plug-ins call to cloud computing platform resources to achieve the
underlying architecture. Moreover, user-defined plug-in layer is opened to the outside and main-
tained by users. Then, the system scalability and openness of this system is enhanced greatly.

4.2. Design of Open Interface
The function of open interface is convenient for other applications on data mining plat-

form to use a variety of resources and services provided by data mining platform. In order to
achieve high performance, simplicity, intuitive open interface, and high scalability purposes, plat-
form interface design is presented based on the REST (Representational State Transfer) [5] in
this paper.

The resources in REST is the combinations of data and forms that is classified into differ-
ent resource according to their different forms of expression. All resources are uniquely identified
by URL (Uniform Resource Identifier). REST is based on the Http protocol. Thus, any operation on
resources is achieved by the Http protocol, which put on an operational resources including GET,
POST, PUT, DELETE, and realize creating , reading, updating, deleting, and other operations. It
should be noted that the resource and URL are one-one corresponding. Then, in contrast to previ-
ous web development and greatly simplifies the Web development, URI will be not changed when
these operations are executed. The URI could be designed to reflect the resource structure more
precisely. REST can improve the scalability of the system, because it requires that all operations
are stateless. In the absence of contextual constraints, it is more simple for distributed system
and cluster to make the system more efficient by using the buffer pool. Because the server does
not need to record the client a series of visits. Then, the load of server is reduced.

5. Conclusion
Cloud computing is an computing platform that can provide dynamic resource pools, vi-

sualization and high-availability. Because of some problems, such as the noise data and hetero-
geneous structure, data mining solutions by means of cloud computing have been put forward. In
view of the above question, the layers construct for data mining platform based on cloud comput-
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ing was put forward in this paper.
During the data mining system design process based on cloud computing, based on the

hierarchical design, the platform level bottom-up algorithm is divided into: algorithm layer, task
layer and user layer, wherein, the bottom layer transparently server for upper layer services, the
upper layer call the lower layer by the opening interface, which makes functions among the layers
relatively independent and be convenient to two times the development of system. Interface of
each layer is REST interface which is open to the outside and can easily be embedded into the
application programs. In design process of the algorithm design, multilayer plug-in framework
structure is designed in order to increases the flexibility of implementation and maintenance.
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